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$1.00 Estevan-Winnipeg, Pane of Two with Inscriptions Inverted, 
the only recorded example on cover



T he Air Post Semi-Official stamps of
Canada, 1918-1934, are among the most
popular, and elusive, stamps issued by

any entity in the early pioneer aviation years.
This collecting area provides intellectual
challenges, with the vast array of issues
produced by private companies and Aero clubs
to frank mail carried on the early private flights
throughout Canada.

It is exactly these challenges that attracted Dr.
Paul M. Cere to assemble what is likely one of the
finest and most comprehensive collections –
both stamps and their usage on cover – ever
formed. Dr. Cere concentrated his efforts on
buying scarce and rare items, including listed
and unlisted varieties. He would often buy more
than one example of a rarity, simply because he
knew another might not come along for decades.
Many of the most elusive stamps and covers in

the Cere collection were acquired from such
famous collections as those formed by Mac
Goldberg, Ernie Wall and Robert Cunliffe. He
was particularly fond of the stamps of Patricia
Airways and Exploration Company, with these
overprinted stamps providing numerous
combinations of errors and varieties.

Siegel International is honored that Dr. Cere has
chosen our firm to handle the sale of his
collection at unreserved public auction on
Tuesday afternoon, November 14, 2017. The
auction will be held at our new auction galleries
located in New York City. The entire auction,
complete with high resolution scans and detailed
descriptions, will be posted to our website
(siegelauctions.com) no later than October
23rd. Printed catalogues of the auction are
available for $20.00 postpaid to U.S. addresses
($35.00 for addresses outside of the U.S.).

$1.00 Moose Jaw Flying Club, 
the only recorded example with 

the stamp on the front of the cover

$1.00 Estevan-Winnipeg, “Arial” Misspelling,
one of only two known examples



25c Aero Club of Canada
on flown cover

10c Patricia Airways, Half-Pane
of Four with Inverted Airplanes, 
one of two recorded

10c Patricia Airways, “FED” in violet, 
the only recorded example in violet
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10c Patricia Airways, Pair with
Border Inscriptions Omitted,

two of the four known examples

5c Patricia Airways, Horizontal “Red Lake” Overprint, 
the rarest orientation of the Red Lake overprint


